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72. The Order of the Derivative of a

Meromorphic Function.

By Yfiaku KOlVlATU.

(Comm. by K. KUNUGL M.J.A., July 12, 1951.)

The following result is due to Whittaker):

Theorem. Any meromorphic function is of the same order as
its derivative.

Whittaker’s own proof of the theorem was based upon a result
concerning the expansion of a meromorphie function into a series
of Mittag-Leffler’s type which had also been established by himselff.
He further remarked in the addeuda:) at the end of the Journal
containing his paper that Valiron drew his attention to a memoiro
in which Valiron had previously proved the theorem. But, in the
Valiron’s paper we can find no detail; in fact, only the following
statement is found there:

Signalons encore prolo.sition: l’ordre d’une fonction mbro-
morphe f(z) et l’ordre de sa d’erivbe sent, bgaux. C’est vident lorsque
f est le quotient d’une fonction entire y’ d’ordre au plus gal h
par un produit esnonique P d’ordre et duns le eas contraire, la
proprit rsulte de ce que la fonetion fiP-fP est d’ordre p si fi
est d’ordre pet P d’ordre infrieur h p.

Recently, Tsuji has suoeeeded to give a simple proof of the
theorem essentially based upon Valiron’s idea which will be in a
paper’) before long published. The last part of the nbove cited
Valiron’s statement will really be found in this paper as a lemma
accompanied by a proof.

The purpose of the present paper is to give a more brief proof
of this interesting theorem. The last part of the Valiron’s statement
will also be established, as a corollary of he theorem, at the end
of the present paper.

Let f(z)be a meromorphie function of order , and let the
order of its derivative if(z) be denoted by p. If f(z) is an integral
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function, the identity p-- is almost evident. In fact, either, as
noticed in Whittaker’s paper, the inequalities

---1(M(, f)--}f(0)I) M(r, f’) 1--M(2r, f)

caa easily be established, where M(r, F) denotes, as usual, the
maximum modulus of F(z) on zi r, whence it follows p=-p
immediately. Or the result may also be deduced from a well-known
fact that the order of an integral function F(z) can be expressed
n the form

li-- nlogn

{c} denoting the Taylor coefficients: F(z)= c,z.
Now, in case of general meromorphic function, the function

f(z) is expressible as a quotient of two integral functions of order
.not exceeding p. From this it is easily seen that the inequality

holds good, which is also really a well-known fact. It remains
therefore to deduce the opposite iaequality

which will be proved in the following lines.
The ease p= being trivial, it may and so will be supposed

hat p’< . The derivative f(z) can be expressed in the form

f’(z) (z)
(z)

where (z) and (z)"are both integral functions of order not exceeding
p. Moreover, one may take as (z) the canonical product composed
of the poles {z} of if(z). Then, a theorem due to Borel asserts
that, for arbitrary positive number s, if about each point z of
modulus greater than unity as centre a circle of radius z - with

v > p is described, so at any point z outside all these circles the
inequality

loa" I,(z) > -r’/

6) l. Borel, Sur les zdros des fonctions entires. Acta Math. 2 (1896), 857-
896. Cf. also, for instance, G. Valiron, Lectures on the general theory of integral
functions. Toulouse (1923), Theorem 19, p. 57; or E. T. Copson, An introduction
to the theory of functions of a complex variable. Oxford (1935), p. 173.
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holds provided r-- ]zl_--=r. By choosing r sufficiently large, one
may suppose that the inequality

logiC(z)

also holds simultaneously. Hence, it follows hat he inequality

log If’(z) 2r’/

holds good outsile all the above mentioned circles, provided r

_
r.

On the other hand, the convergence exponent of {z} coinciding with
the order of (z), the series

converges, since p. Hence, replacing r, if necessary, by a
suitably large number, there exists a half-line

argz a, ]zl_r

lying outside all the above circles in question. Let further the
sum of the circu]ar projections of all these circles on the positive
real axis be denoted by

It is immediately seen that

Let r( r) be any point on the real axis which does not belong
the set of projections. Then, for a point z----re it follows that

O-notations depending on r-- oo whence it follows that

re(r, f) O(r"
Since the poles of f(z) consist of the corresponding ones of if(z),
multiplicity being diminished by one, it is evident that

N(r, f) N(r, fr) O(r,,+ ).

Hence, one concludes that
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T(, f) --- O(r’+’’)provided r ( r) does not belong to a set on the real axis whose
total length is equal to 1.

For aay remaining value r (__ r) there exists a value r with
r r r+ l+ 1 which does not belong to the set. The moaotone
increasing character of the characteristic function T(r, f) more-
over, T(r,f) is really a convex function of log r----implies

T(r, f) T(r’, f) O((r/ + 1)’+’) O(r"’+).

Consequently, since e is an arbitrary positive number, it follows
the relation

p - lirh. log T(r, f)
__ ,,

,’* log r

yielding the desired result.
In conclusioR, it will immediately be deduced from the just

proved theorem that, if F(z) and G(z) are integral functioas of
order equal to and less thaa respectively, then F(z)G(z)--F(z)G(z)
is of order g; the fact which hss also be noticed by Whittaker.
In fact, otherwise, it follows that the order of the derivative of
F(z)/G(z) would become less than what is evidently absurd.
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